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 The medrash relates how Hakadosh Boruch Hu went around to the nations of the world and offered them 
the Torah. Each of them refused for a different reason. Whether it was murder or theft or immorality, they just 
couldn't reconcile the Torah with their lifestyles. However, when the Ribono shel Olam came to k'lal Yisroel, they 
jumped at the opportunity, proclaiming "naaseh v'nishma" - a loving and unconditional acceptance of Torah and 
l'mitzvos. Yet, the medrash tells us that right before matan Torah, Hashem picked up Har Sinai send held it  over 
our heads and forced us to accept the Torah. 
    The obvious question here is if we had already accepted the Torah willingly, why did Hashem have to force 
us to do so? Indeed, many Rishonim and Achronim address this question in different ways.  The other question is 
if indeed we for some reason needed to be forced into accepting the Torah, then the nations of the world would 
seem to have a legitimate claim as they were never forced to accept the Torah, and we're only offered it. 
  HaRav Yaakov Kaminetzsky zt"l offers a suggestion which not only addresses these issues, but also 
leaves us with an important lesson for life, both for our own personal avodah, and the chinuch of our children and 
students.  Reb Yaakov explains that while it is true that serving Hashem out of love is greater than doing so our of 
fear, both are necessary. One who serves Hakadosh Boruch Hu only because he is enthusiastic about doing His 
will, runs the risk of becoming lax if he experiences proverbial bumps in the road which make his existence less 
than exciting. So, although K'lal Yisroel was very excited over the Torah, the commitment had to be with the 
knowledge that we have to, even when we feel like we'd rather not. The reverse however is also true. A 
commitment to Torah cannot be predicated on fear of punishment alone. Therefore, once the other nations 
articulated their disinterest in Torah, forcing the acceptance of it is of no consequence. Serving Hashem out of fear 
alone is not the relationship He wants with us. 
 This is a crucial lesson in chinuch for sure. While children must be instilled with a live for Torah and 
l'mitzvos, they can't be left believing that it's all fun and games. Otherwise when they meet up with life's challenges 
they'll be tempted to trade fulfillment for what appears to be more fun.  Obviously (or at least it should be obvious), 
scaring therm into a life of Torah and l'mitzvos isn't going to accomplish much either. If people see little value in 
what they're doing, they might be tempted to give it up despite the consequences they will suffer later. At the very 
least, they will hardly be motivated to do anything more than just enough 'to get by'. 
 However this lesson reaches far beyond the chinuch of the next generation.  Each of us have ups and 
downs in our lives. There are times when we are more excited about our Torah study and mitzvah observance, 
and there are points when we are only motivated by obligation. While we should always aim to pump more 
enthusiasm into things, we need to realize that this is not always the reality, and while we try to rekindle the sparks 
dormant inside us, we must never let the challenges compromise on our level of commitment. This lesson itself 
can be quite motivating. Instead of our low points making us feel all the more down, we should realize this is not 
only part of life, but intrinsic to our avodas Hashem. Perhaps, the Ribono shel Olam is even giving us a wonderful 
opportunity to serve Him out of fear, and not just because Torah is sweet and enjoyable, which is certainly is.  
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